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Dušan Týnek Dance Theatre

"striking ... powerful ... elegantly designed" - The Village Voice
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Mainstage Theatre
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Ybor City Performing Arts Building
$15 General Admission / $5 Seniors and Students
HCC Faculty, Staff and Student FREE w/ID
For more Information: infoarts@hccfl.edu or 259-6490

"fascinating choreographic vocabulary and imagination" - The New York Times
Named “One of the Top 5 NYC Dance Performances of the Year” by the New York Times, Dusan Týnek Dance Theatre presents an exciting program including the World Premiere of “Widow’s Walk” in which Týnek draws upon his strong story-telling qualities within an abstract structure, to evoke a powerful narrative about community, love and loss. “Middlegame”, called “a mad party in Victorian undergarments” by the New Yorker, is an “ingenious” fanciful romp to an eclectic score ranging from Bach to Czech gypsies. The program also includes audience favorite “Fleur-de-lis” which the New York Times heralded as “a beautiful work, full of poetry and surprise ... a cascade of haunting moments that seem perfectly in accord with the music.”

“ingenious .... surprising ... marvelous ... Mr. Týnek is an undoubted talent” – The New York Times
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